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Results of electrical space qualification tests of
nickel-hydrogen battery type HR 23S are presented.
	 The
results obtained for the nickel- cadmium hat-cery type 'VO 23S
are similar except that the voltage ieve1 and the charge
conservation characteristics varysignificantly.
	 The
electrical and thermal characteristics permit predictions
+ chargeof the following optimal applications: 	 coefficient
in the order of 1.3 to 1.4 at 2OC; charge current density highe
than C/10 at 20C; discharge current density from C/10 to C/3
at 20C; maximum discharge temperature:
	 OC; storage temperature:
-2OC.
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The results obtained at the time of the space qualification electrical tests
an the Ni-H2 battery, HR 23S are uniform with those obtained on the Ni-Cd battery
VO 23S.
Only the voltage level and the characteristics of charge preservation show
significant differences.
The electrical and thermal characteristics lead to the expectation that
the optimum ranges of use will be as follows:
charge coefficient on the order of 1.3-1.4 at 200C
- maximum amperage of charging current of C/10 at 200C
amperage of discharge of C/10 to C/3 at 200C
- optimum discharge temperature: 00C
- storage temperature: -200C
It is adviseable to note that these results apply to the Ni-l-I battery,
HR 23S manufactured in conformity with Document No. DT/SAS-425/74 and tested
in accordance with the program indicated in this report. It would be incorrect to
extrapolate these results to conditions of use that deviate from the program
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This report presents the results of the space qualification tests and of the
characteristi.s sham by the HR 23S nickel-hydrogen battery.
Its objective is two-fold:
- to make possible a better understanding of the characteristics of the
nickel-hydrogen battery
- to make an objective comparison with the nickel-cadmium battery
The following reference documents have been taken into consideration:
- technical clauses in the ESTEC contract, no. 2345/74/11P
- specification 340 126
- electrical and thermal characteristics of the Ni-Cd battery V020S (new
designation for V023S)-no. 59-71-DL/S.4 in the framework of ESTEC contract
877/69/HP
- manufacturing and test document no. DT/SAS-425/74
Test-	
t
Program-The tests have been carried out in conformity with specification 340 126 for
space qualification, parUally modified. The modifications rest on the following.
points;
8 batteries instead of 15 undergo the qualification tests
- the mechanical tests and the charge preservation tests following mechanical
tests are not carried out
During this qualification, the nickel-hydrogen battery HR 23S will be likened to
a cylindrical battery (charge to Cs/5 during 7 hours according to specification
340 126)
r1.2 Specification 340 126
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IV- CEERTIFICATION TESTING
The certification testing consists of the following tests:
- tightness (electrolyte leakage, helium),
- standard output (200C)
- output at low temperature (00C),
- output at high temperature (400C),
- overload,
- charge preservation,
mechanical tests (shock, vibration, acceleration),
- charge preservation
- internal resistance,
- standard output (200C),
tightness.
4.1 Tightness Test
After cleaning of the cells, two types of tightness checks are carried out:
- maintenance of a short on the battery for a minimum of 16 hours, then
elimination of the short prior to tightness tests,
	
detection of leaks of the electrolyte using cresol red solution. No red
	 4'
coloration must appear,
detection of leaks by sweating, or by internal helium. The leaks must be
less than F = 10. 7cm3
 AM/sec.
4.2 Test of Standard Output
The batteries are put through a charge and a discharge under the standard
conditions defined in para II, i.e.:
- temperature: 200C
- constant charge current 7- amperes for 7 hours for cylindrical batteries
and 0 amperes for 15 hours for oblong-shaped batteries,
off-line time: 1 hour minimum,
Cn




The discharge determines the individual standard output Csind . This output
will be greater than the nominal capacity of the batteries.
Csind > Cn
- after this test, the batteries are discharged through a resistance of
1 * 0.1 ohms for 16 hours.
place under short circuit for a minimum of two bouts
4.3 Test of Low Temperature Output
'Ihe batteries are subjected to two charge-discharge cycles, defined as
follows;
- temperature: 0 
- constant charging current of y for 7 hours for cylindrical_ batteries and
Cs amperes for 12 hours for oblong -shaped batteries,
off-line time: 1 hour minimum,
- constant discharge current of 3-/m eS'put on line battery voltage is 1.0 V.
The second discharge gives the individual low temperature output C BT . One must
have for each battery,
CBT > 0.85 Cs
(Cs is standard output for the battery lot)
- return batteries to ambient temperature in 2 hours minimum
- maintain short for two hours minimum,
4.4 High Temperature Output Test
The batteries are subjected to two cycles defined as follows:
- temperature: 400C
constant charging current of 3- amperes for 8 hours,
off-line time: 1 hour minimum,
constant discharge current of -5 until the battery voltage reaches 1.0 V.
The second discharge gives the individual high temperature output Cam. One
must have for each battery
C	 0.55 Cs
(OSPACE SgCTXON




- return batteries to &flbient temperature in 2 hours minimum,
- maintain short circuit of the batteries for 2 hours minimum.
4.5 Overload Test
The batteries undergo the following test:
temperature: 200C
CS
- constant charging at
	
amperes for 7 hours for the cylindrical batteries
and fa for 15 hours for the oblong-shaped batteries,
overcharge 48 hours in the respective raoges listed above.
In the course of this overcharging, the voltage of each battery has to be
less than 1.495 V for cylindrical batteries and 1.480 V for the oblong-shaped
batteries,
- off-line time: 1 hour minimum
constant discharge current of 37 until the battery voltage reaches 1.0 V.
The discharge will give the individual output after overload C 	 .lurch
One must have for each accumulator:
Csurch ^ 0.95 Cs
(Cs is standard output for the battery lot)
- maintain short on the batteries for two hours minimum.
4.6 Test for Charge Preservation
This test consists of two parts:
Sort-circuit-Test
- !temperature: 20oC
- constant charging current of 0 amperes for 10 minutes ± 1%
off-line time (open circuit): 48 hours minimum
- after this rest tine, the voltage of each battery must be more than 1.170 V
for cylindrical batteries ardd 1.180 V for oblong.-shaped batteries.
Test for charge preservation
The batteries undergo the cycle defined as follows:
- temperature: 209C
constant charging temperature 
r 
amperes for 7 hours for cylindrical
Cbatteries and 	 amperes for 15 hours for oblong-shaped batteries,
{
3w
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off-line with open circuit for 192 hours (8 clays) ± 1 hour,
constant discharge current 
of 7 amperes until the battery voltage
reaches 1.0 V.
The discharge will give the individual output after storage CRC • One must
have for each battery:
Cac > 0.80 Cs
(Cs is standard output for the battery lot)
- maintaa,n short circuit of the batteries for a minimum of 2 hours.
4.7 Mechanical Tests
The batteries undergo tests for shock, vibration and acceleration as
defined below. During the tests the batteries are discharged and the
voltage recorded. These three tests can be carried out in any order:
-- c)iarge before mech ,witcal tests: same as para. 4.2
• temperature: 200C,
• constant charging current ^ amperes for 7 hours for the cylindrical
batteries and	 amperes for 15 hours for oblong-shaped batteries.
dit	 duri	 h	 hani 1
	
-- sclarge
	 ng t e met.	 ca tests.
• temperature: 230C + 30C,
• discharge at ^ ' 10 amperes at constant current or under resistance,
• possible termination of the discharge if the battery voltage reaches


















Z: perpendicular to base of
	 Z s perpendicular to base of
the box	 the box
X: perpendicular to the small X^., two directions
side of the box	 U	 f,
orthogonally parallel to3
y: perpendicular to the large 
Y 
the base of the box
side of the box
ky
-10-
Axis Frequency (Hz) Level. Time
2 oct/min10-60 1. 5mmZ (constant ampl i.-
tulle)
60--200 30 (g) -
200-500 * 20 (g) -
500-2000 ^' 5 (g) -
10-30 ± 1.2mm --
Y - X (constant ampli-
tude)
r^Cn 30-2000 + 10 (g) -
w x-Y-z 20-300 0.003g2/Hz 'mn
H 6 du/oct
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- shock:
• shocks along three axes (X,Y,2) for the oblong-shaped battery and
along two axes (X) Z) for the cylindrical battery,




duration	 = 11 m sec
- vibration :
o vibration along 3 axes (X,Y,2) for an oblong-shaped battery, along 2








acceleration along the Z axis with a level of 40 g for 2^=—
in the course of these tests variations of voltage are not acceptable
other than those attributable to normal variation in voltage of a battery
under discharge,
after test, the batteries are placed in discharge at 
r 
amperes until the
voltage reaches 1.0 V,






Same as short-circuit test in para. 4.6.
4.9. Internal Resistance Test
The internal resistance R of a battery breaks down into:
Re = electrode resistance + electrolyte resistance
Ri 12 	 at the electrode-electrolyte interface, constituting the
m1stance of polarization, electrochemical component of the internal
resistance.
therefore, R = Re + R
4.9.1 Measurement of Re
Method intensiostatic
After an intensiostatic pulse I o, the voltage variations are
recorded; one observes:
1st time : a sudden slope ( d U variation) contributed by Re












Charge Status : battery charging at constant current of Cs
ar°- amperes
for 7 hours for cylindrical batteries and 
-0 amperes for 15 hours
for oblong-shaped batteries.
Discharge at 7 amperes for 2 hours
Measurement of the ohms of internal resistance is carried out from the
voltage variations recorded in the course of the Valsed discharge at
Cs	
+ 1% ampere of a duration of 0.250 sec ± 'i% spaced out at 0.750 sec
v
For each battery, the internal, resistance must be:
Re < 40+1.
CSF
4.9.2.	 Measurement of R = Re + Ri
-- - -
	




same as for 4.9.1
Operative mode;




- Discharge at T- during 10 secs.
4	 t
- Measurementof the voltage U10
r
R = UCO - U10 ?	 ;
N Cs/2
_t	








	 Standard Output Test
- Temperature: 200C
- constant charging current of 3- amperes for 7 hours for cylindrical batteriesCn
and 30`amperes for 15 hours for oblong -shaped batteries,
- off-line time: 1 hour minimum
- discharge at 3- amperes until the battery voltage reaches 1.0 V.
The discharge gives the individual output. For each battery one must get:
C > 0.85 Cs
CCs is standard output of battery lot)
- maintain short-circuit for 2 hours minimum.
4.11 Leakage Test
same as in para. 4.1.
r
V-	 PRESENTATION OF RESULTS
µ The results of the certification testing are given in the format of the
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Number of positive plates





e II - RESULTS OF SPACE CERTIFICATION TESTS
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ANALYSTS Or RESULTS
1.3.1. Standard Output
The output obtained in actuality represents 115.2 % of the nominal output;
Ni-Cd battery VO 18S in the same test achieved an actual output of 125.5% of
rated output (table 1)
From the thermal point of view, VO 18S has a temperature at the end of
charging of 21.20C and reaches 200C at the conclusion of discharge; the
HR 23S has a temperature at the end of charging of 250C and ends its discharge at
27oC.
Therefore, there is a difference in temperature at the conclusion of
charging on the order of 49C between the HR 23S and the VO 18S. The difference is
much more significant at the end of discharge: 7 0C. Therefore, one can foresee
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1.3.2. Low Temperature g4tput Test 	 /19/
Table 2 submits evidence of good performance by the HR 23S bat
in cold conditions with 107.62% of its actual output; it is better
the best Ni-Cd (VO 4S) which only kept 104.83 of its actual output
The VO 185 proceeds from a temperature of I OC
 
at the beginning
charging to 3.30C at the conclusion of charging, thence to 2.3 0C at
conclusion of discharge.
The HR 23S goes from a temperature of OoC at the beginning of
charging to 170C at the conclusion of charging and to 18o C on conclusion
of discharge.
The increase in temperature of the IR 23S is, therefore, greater than
that of the VO 18S both at the end of charging and at the end of discharging.
Battery no. 88 shows signs of leakage: initial low pressure in the
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1.3.3. High Tem2epture Output Test	 /21/
The output given back by the HR 23S is in the same scale of magnitude
as the Ni-Cd of equivalent capacity:
61.56% for the VO 23S
61.89% for the HR 23S
Table 2 makes it possible to discover a decrease in output given back at
400C as a function of the nominal output for the Ni-Cd, with the exception,
however of the VO 10S.
One can attribute these results to two parameters:
- the variability of the level of precharge from one type of battery
to another
- the characteristic dimensions of each type ofbattery which can lead
to different thermal dissipation
The VO 18S goes from a temperature at the start of charging of 41 oC to a
temperature of 460C at the conclusion of charging, thence to a temperature of
430C at the end of discharge; the HR 23S goes from a temperature of 400C
to a temperature of 62.330C at the conclusion of charging and to 480C at
the end of discharge.
The increase in temperature between the onset of charging and the end of
charging is, therefore, much larger for the HR 23S than for the VO 18S.
It is the same for the discharge.
1.3.4. Overload Test
s,
j	 (good overload behaviour of the )lit 23S is observed, on the order of the it
i
best of the Ni-Cd's (VO 4S): 113.46% of Cs versus 113.06% of Cs for the
HR 23S.
r From the thermal point of view, the VO 18S goes from 21°C to 25.20C during
the charging, thence to 27.7% at the end of the overcharge; the HR 23S





of the overcharging.	 i
So there is an increase in temperature of 23.490 for the kilt 23S against
an increase of 6.70 for the VO 18S
Battery no. 88 underwent a leakage check which discovered a leak at the







The open circuit voltage after 48 hrs of charge preservation is 1.262 V for
the HR 23S and L188 V for the VO 18S, so that the difference is 74 W.
Test 2`:
The unfavorable charge preservation of the nickel-hydrogen battery is
shown ill this test.
The result obtained: 77% of Cs is below the 340 126 acceptance criterion:
80% of Cs applies to the Ni-Cd batteiy.
1.3.6 Internal Resistance Test
	 /24/
The resistance of a purely electrical character is 3.04 m iL for the
VO 18S and 3.74 m ft for the HR 23S, that is a 0.70 m rL deviation, i.e.
23% more for the HR 23S than for the VO 18S.
The total resistance R is 4.24 mA. for the VO 18S against 4.67 m fL
for the HR 23S, i.e. 10.f/.more for the IM 23S than for the VO 18S.
1.3.7 Standard Output Test
	 /25/	 1
The value obtained of 98.42% of Cs at the beginning of qualification is
very close to the Ni-Cd mean value of 97.06 (table 2).
If one does not count batteries no. 88 and 89 whose outputs deviated from
the population: 23.4 Ampilrs and 24.99 AmpHrs respectively, one gets for the
other batteries a mean output of 26.70 AmpHrs, which is near the output
found at the start of the qualification of 26.50 AmpH s.
-22-
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The analysis of the electrical and thermal parameters of the NR 23S
nickel-hydrogen battery is carried out as a function of the following
four parameters:
- discharge temperature (0
discharge intensity	 ( ID)
- charge intensity	 ( IC)
- charging coefficient ( k )
8 batteries are tested, divided into two groups of 4 each. One group is used
to carry out the tests C = f ( k then 8 ) the second group for
C f ( ich then idisch).
The actual output Cs of the group will be defined as being the mean
output of the qualification lot in the final cycle of specification
340 126, i.e. 26 amphrs.
2.2.	 Definition of tests
The following tests have been carried out:
1. C = f ( 9 )
- temperature: 20 ± 10C
- charge: Cs/10 = 2.6 A with k 1.2
- discharge: Cs/5 = 5.2 A until 1 volt/ battery at the following tempera-
tures: 20, 0, 20 and 400C (tolerance ± 10C).
2. C f (k8)
- temperature : 20 + 19C
charge Cs/10 = 2.6 A with k e = 1.2 9 1.3 9 1.4, and 1.5.
- off-line time 1 hr
discharge: Cs/5 = 5.2 A until 1 V/ battery at 200C ± 10
3. C = f (ic )	 /38/
temperature: 20 ± 1°C
- charging in the following regimes:
Cs/30 0.870 A
Cs/20 = 1.3 A
Cs/10 = 2.6 A
Cs/5 = 5.2 A
Cs/3 = 8.70 A
with k B	 1.2
#1-34-
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off-line: 1 hour
discharge: Cs/5 = 5.2 A until 1 volt/battery at temperature of 20+ 1°C.
4.C - f (id)
- temperature : 20 + 1°C
- charge: Cs/10 = 2.6 A with k = 1.2
- off-line 1 hour
- discharge in the following regimes.
Cs/20 = 1.3 A
Cs/10 = 2.6 A
Cs/5 = 5.2 A
Cs	 = 26 A
2Cs	 52 A
until 1 V/ battery at temperature 200 1i 10C
5. Inversion Test_
temperature: 20 ± 10C




until pressure, voltage and temperature are stabilized.
6. Charge_Preservation
- temperature: 20 ± 1°C
charge C /10 . 2.6 A
- duration: 15 hours
off-line in open circuit: 8 days,t
 temperature: 40°C, -200C
discharge: Cs/5 = 5.2 A until 1 volt /battery at temperature
	 /39/
of 20 ± 19C.
	2.3
	 Electrical and Tth.ermal Characteristics
2.3.1. C = (f UC)
2.3.1.1. Voltages_
Voltages on conclusion of charging
Figure 5 shows the evolution of the voltage at the con-
clusion of charging for the 5 regimes considered. Different









1.410 V for Cs/30	 ORIGINAL AGF
1.415 V for Cs/20
	
of POOR QUALITY
1.430 V for Cs/10
1.442 V for Cs/5
1.470 for Cs/3
The different gradations can be explained by the voltage
drops in the battery and in the connectors. We have
	
I
determined experimentally that for a regime. of 20 A one
gets a voltage drop of 40 mV the voltage drop in the
s	 battery is due to its internal resistance which we have
± estimated at 4.67 mA in the course of the qualification.



















Cs/30 0.87 1.74 4.06 5.80
Cs/20 1.3 2.6 12.14 14.74 8.94	 ' 8
Cs/10 2.6 5.2 24.28 29,48 14.74 1.2
Cs/5 5.2 10.4 48.57 58.97 29.49' 20
Cs/3 8.7 17.4 81.25 98.65 39.68 24
We can observe a • significant difference between the calculated values
and the values read on the curve, for the Cs/3 and Cs/5 regimes. It would seem then
that the internal resistance is a function of the intensity.
It is to be noted that the stronger the regime is, the less constant is
the voltage gradation. At Cs/3 the curve is constantly growing.
We can ascertain that at the initial instant the voltage assumes two values:
1.30 V for Cs/30 and Cs/10
1.35 for Cs/5 and Cs/3
For the Cs/3, Cs /5 and Cs/10 regimes one observes a peak and then a
decrease at the end of charging, the battery being completO.y charged, its voltage
decreases slightly in overcharge.
One can thus deduce the fact that for the Cs/20 and Cs/30 regimes the
battery is not completely charged.
Voltagu on Conclusion of
-
Discharge (fi.gure 9)	 /41/
One does not see gradation differences in Figure 9, the voltage being
constantly decreasing. Only the conclusion of discharge varies depending
on the regimes considered, the stand-off of the voltage at the end of
disharge taking place in the following order: Cs/3, Cs/5, Cs/10 9 Cs/209
Cs/30 which gives evidence of the increasing character if the curve
C$f (ic).
Temperature (figure 8)
nle fact is uncovered that for Cs/20 and Cs/30 the batteries are not
completely charged, the overcharge is accompanied by an increase in
temperature which is not observed for Cs/3, Cs/5, Cs/10.
During certification, while being charged witha charge coefficient
of 1.4 (i.e.; 36.4 amp hrs), the temperature is 25°C. It is well verified
that this point is on the Cs/10 curve.
Pressure (figures 6,7,10)
Figures 6,7,10 show us the purely linear character of the pressure.
During the off-line time of one hour a slight decrease in pressure
sets in:
that is for Cs/20 and Cs/30 it is about 1.2 bar, for Cs/10 about 2.4 bar,
CS/20 and Cs/307A)mt 2 bar. It is to be noted that the pressure on
conclusion of discharge is equal to the initial pressure at the start
of charging.
!be end of discharge of a nickel-hydrogen battery can, therefore, be
defined in voltage orpressure, for example, by a return to the initial
pressure.
Output Restored (figure 11
	 /42/
Figure 1 confirms that for the Cs/30 and Cs/20 regimes the battery is
not completely charged at the end of 12 hours. The best charge regime is
Cs/3 (Cs/5 and Cs/10 being noticeable equivalents).









C	 f (id) and C * fW) under identical test conditions are noticeably
different.
C - f (kW approximately 9K of Cs
C - f (id) approximately 100% of Cs
C M f (ic) approximately 101% of Cs
that is a difference of 2% between the extreme values. This behaviour can
be explained by the incidence of previous testing and by the order in
which the tests relating to the various regimes have been carried out;
we are reproducing the "memory effect" of the Ni.-Cd cell.
Comparison -with the VO
-
20S
"The curve of charging voltages is identical. The differences in gradation
of the HR 23S neverthl7sippear more marked than for the VO 20S (exception
formed by Cs/3).
Only at Cs /30 for the VO 20S does one not observe maximun at the end of
charg6.ng. The same effect can be observed on HR 23S at Cs/30 and Cs/20.
The thermal comparison with the VO 20S shows considerable deviations in /43/
temperature. Effectively, under identical test conditions one has for
the VO 20S






But it is not necessary to conclude that the VO 20S is more exothermic
than the HR 23S at the end of the charging. The features of the VO 20S
are that they have been made with metal plates enclosing 10 cells
only separated by a sheet of PVC insulation 1mm thick; the cells inthe
middle heat up considerably therefore , and as a consequence heat up
the neighboring cells.
Thus these results cannot be validly compared to those for the MR 23S.
The carve C f(ie) of the VOS shows a maximum for Cs/10 contrary to
ORIGINAL rA'A"
Again one observes a "memory effect":	 OF POOR QUALMI
for C w f (ic )	 987. Cs
for C - f (id )	 102% Cs
for C , f M)	 1(Yel. Cs
E'	 i.e. 6% of Cs between the extreme values.
2.3.2.
	 C . f (id )	 /44/
2.3.2.1. Voltage at_End_of Discharge (figure 11)
We observe curves of the same shape but shifted. We carry out	 the


















Cs/20 1.3 2.6 6.07 8.67
Cs/10 2.6 5.2 12.14 17.36 8.69 8
Cs/5 5.2 10.4 24.28 34.68 17.32 20
Cs 26 52 121.42 173.42 138.74 112
2Cs 50 100 233.5 333.5 160.08 148
The order of magnitude is verified. We can, at first approximation,
conclude that at a shift of about Q u, due to the voltage drops, the
voltage curve at the end of discharge is the same for all the regimes
under consideration.
It is noted that all the curves increase during the entire duration of the
discharge.
The measured voltage U is then in fact;
U=E-#+I
the sun of the electromotive force of the battery and its voltage drop.
For halting the battery discharge one must then work with U = 1- ,v I,
instead of with 1 volt.
In the case of discharging at 2Cs, one gets U = 1- 0.16= 0.84 V.
fi.
Figure 17 shows us that for 0.84V, the restored output is: 25 amp hrs-
r	
i.e. 96% of Cs.
/39/
•	 i
2.3.2.2. Temperature; figures 13,14,17
Figures 13 and 14 show us a linear variation of the temperature at
the end of discharge. Point 2 Cs being excluded because it is not
strictly speaking arrived at until the the end of its discharge, this
explains the relatively low temperature.
After a 15 hour charge at Cs/10, discharge to 0.5 volts at 50 amperes
was carried out with three thermocouples arranged as in figure 17.
Inspection of figure 17 shows an important thermal gradient at the
conclusion of discharge.
Temperature b increases very rapidly, the battery terminals heat up
very rapidly; temperatures C and A have very large thermal inertia,
temperature C grows very rapidly afterwards, while B and A tend to
stabilize at an equilibrium temperature.
Therefore, at the end of discharge, there will be a 10 0C difference
between the center and the edges of the battery. This gives evidence
of the gradient of thermal dissipation in the HR 23S battery.
The result of the first discharge at 2Cs is confirmed by figure Sc after
13 amp hrs of discharge one gets a temperature of 310C.
2.3.2.3. Pressures: figure 15
Figure 15 shows that the evolution of the pressure is hardly dependent
on the discharge regime, an exception existing in the case of very
intense regimes (2 Cs).
Figures 15 and 10 are identical at a pressure near & P. By ignoring this
Q P, one can plot a mean curve (figure 18).
For a given pressure, curve 18 chows us the status of the charge during 	 j
the discharge of an HR 23S battery whatever has been its charge regime
and whatever its discharge (at a temperature of 20 0C with an error of
about 2 amp hrs, i.e. 7.7%.
2.3.2 .4. Restored Output (figure 16)	 /46/,
Figure 17 shows us that the curve C = f (id) is decreasing, this
being essentially due to voltage drops in the connectors and in the
s	 battery (see figure 11)
2.3.2.5. Comparison with the VO 20S
'the voltage curves at end of charging have the same shape for VO ,
 205






The voltage drops are better in the case of Nit 23S. The initial voltage
of VO 20S varies between 1.24 and 1.35 V,that is 110 mV of variation
campared to 1.15 V and 1.44 V, i.e. 200 mV for the HR 23S.
From the thermal point of view, one observes for the VO 20 S a decrease
of its temperature for Cs/20 0 Cs/10 and Cs/5. During the discharge, it	 r
continues to dissipate ::fit: calories acquired during the charging, thence (
in the course of the discharge up until return to ambient temperature.
It subsequently reheats at the end of the discharge; this can be explained
by the poor thermal dissipation of the mounting which forms a compact
mass and cools off very slavly.
For the Nit 23S, the temperature is constant at Cs/10 and Cs/20, slightly
increasing at Cs/5.
For a discharge regime of Cs, the VO 20S increases up to the following
temperatures; 370C at the end of the plate and 449C at the center of the
G	 plate compared to 270C for the HR 23S.
These temperatures are hard to compare. The VO 20S batteries at the
center of the plate dissipate their calories by heating up their ex
on
Y
tremities. This consideration makes clear that the deviations in temp-
^	 a
erature between center and extremity would not be important.
	 A
For 2 Cs , the plate centers of the batteries are at a temperature of
	 '.
w	 520 C for 46° at the extremities, against 420C for a discharge down
to 0.5 V for the HR 23S.
The curves C = f (id) are decreasing for the HR 23S and the VO 20S.
For 2 Cs, the VO 20S recovers 85% of its output against 50% for the




;.,	 2.3.3.1. Voltage at the end of discharge (figure 19)R	 _	 __
Figure 19 shows us that the voltages at the end of discharge at different















At -20oC, the voltage shows smaller values on account of the increase
in resistance within the battery.
2.3.3.2. Temperature (figure 20)
At Cs/10, the temperature varies little during dischargeing no matter
what the exterior temperature: OoC at 2&C and 40PC, IOC at 0°C and 20C
at -20oC..
2.3.3.3. Pressure (figure 21)
Figure 21 shows us that the pressure slope increases with temperature.
.c 20PC, the pressure curve coincides with the lower limit of figure
18 and therefore remains in this range.
One can also mote in figure 22 that the pressure at the start of dis-
charge is increasing with temperature.
2.3.3.4. restored Out2ut (figure 22) 	 /48/
Figure 23 shows a maximum for OoC the optimum discharge temperature is
thus O°C.
The lost in restored output between 400C and OoC is 9K of Cs.
It is noted that the restored energy which is repras?nted by the surface
situated underneath the discharge voltage curve (figure 19) is maximum for
OoC and 200C and decreases at 400C, then at -200C.
Comparison with VO 20S
VO 20S does not show a difference on the discharge curves between OoC
and 400C, 10 mV at 50% of discharge depth, i.e. the same value as for
the HR 23S.
On the other hand at -20oC the difference is more marked for the HR 23S,
75 mV at 50% of discharge depth instead of the 20 mV for the VO 20S.
The initial voltage is increasing as a function of temperature for the
HR 23S as well as for the VO 20S.
Looking at the thermals, one notes a more pronounced heating of the
VO 20S, the temperature increase for the batteries at the extremeties of
the plates being: +2.50 at 4&C, +1.50 at 200C, +20C at O°C, +2.5o at
-20°C.
11ie optimum discharge temperature for the VO 20S lies between 15 0C and
25°C, the HR 23S shows an optimum discharge temperature between -50c
and +100C. The available outputs of the VO 20S vary between 90% and 96%
o	 n
r
of Cs against 91/0 and 10010 of Cs for the HR 23S. The amplitude of the
-42—
2.3.4.
variations in restored output in the range of temperatures considered
is smaller for the the VO 20S than for the HR 23S, but on the contrary
the optimum output is larger for the HR 23S than for the VO 20S.
C = f (kA)
	
/49/
2.3.4.1. Voltage (figure 23)
Voltage 2t-End-of Charging_:
Figure 23 shows us that the charge coefficient is optimum for the
values included between 1.3 and 1.4, maximum on the curve for the
end of charging. The results contradict figure 5 in which, under
the same test conditions the battery was completely charges with a
coefficient of 1.2, this perhaps explained by the fact that C = f{ic)
and C = f (k9) have been carried out on two different groups of
batteries and also by the difference in prior test- the "memory
effect" of the batteries.
Voltage at_aW of Discharge (figure 24)
For k 1.2, the battery is not completely charged; for k = 1.3, 1.4
or 1.5, the curves are confused. It is noted that the recovered energy
is constant regardless of the coefficient of charge.
2.3.4.2. Temperature (figure 25)
The more the coefficient is increased, the more the temperature in-
creases, the battery being overcharged.
2.3.4.3. Pressure (figure 26)
Figure 26 gives evidence that pressure stabilization begins for a
coefficient between 1.3 and 1.4 for a charge duration between 13 and
14 hours. With a coefficient of 1.5, that is after 15 hours of charging,
the pressure is stabilized.
The results of the qualification overload tests give evidence that for
the'Cs/5 regime the pressure at end of discharge has been stabilized at
a higher level (36.1 bar at end of charging). The pressure stabilization
at end of charging is thus a function of the charging regime. ?9oreover,







2.3.4.4. Restored Oritput (figure 28)	 /50/
Figure 28 shows that for k = 1.3, 1.4, or 1.5, the battery is com-
pletely charged and for k = 1.2 It is not, whence a difference of 8%
between the two values.







The course of the charging voltage is the same for the VO 20S and
the Mt 23S, nevertheless, the maximum of the end of charging is more
accentuated and takes place at 105% of Cs instead of 134.6% of Cs for
the IR 23S.
From the thermal point of view , the VO 20S heats up a great deal more:
370C at the end of charging for the extremities of the plates instead
of 249 for the HR 23S.
Just as previously it is difficult to draw a conclusion. In effect, the
batteries heat up during; overcharging and only dissipate very little.
The VO 20S battery is not completely charged at k = 1.1 but it is for
1.2 1 1.3, 1.4, and 1.5. The HR 23S is onlyconpletely charged from
k= 1.3.
Preservation of Charge	 /51/
Figure 29 shows us the evolution of the available output after 8 hours
off-line time as function of storage temperature. We have used the
result of the certification storage to determine the +2090 point.
The curve considered is decreasing. We therefore saw that -20 0C is
a better storage temperature than 200C or 40°C. At 409C, 57% of output
is lost in 8 hours compared with 3% only at -209C.
Figure 30 shows the loss in output as a function or the number of days.
We find again the previous results:. the loss is very rapid at 409C,
4% et the end of the first day, then 6.8% on the average on the other
days. At -209C, the loss is very small- 2% on the first day, then 1%
during the remaining 7 days
At 209C the mean loss in output is 3.5% per day.
Inversion
The results (see tables) show that voltage stabilization takes place
beginning in two hours, that the pressure stabilization is variable
according to the batteries and the regimes, 3 hours at 5.2A and for nos.
95,98, and 90 at 2.6A and no. 89 and 91 at 1.3A and two hours for the
others the temperature is immediately stabilized.
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TEMPERATURE 179 20, y Z^, S
SOCIETE
	 DES ACCUMULATEURS FIXES ET DE
	 TRACTION






I..,urmcAl. A) "i u -mmAI. amAc 'fF:itI airs CON T R A T E 5.T. E C
N-23;5,^?^, iIP
5 PE C I F I C AT IUt^ /'E r G, '-.)//5 P E	 2 1	 0RIGRIAL F-A-c".
OF
IC . _C
PARK IER SR1UI M 3
C = C ( T	 `f	 1 C J
3 ITrs 35 min at 8.70 nM
	
T - 200C
OFT-1-1W 1 hcxir at	 f - 20°C
UISCIIAICK to 1.W V at 5.2 am	 f - 200C
BERN F. CI WIK.INC I-NI) OF CHARGING DIS(.'IIARGF:
KKriT:Ry w. C.O O P T F. C P T c P T
( V ) (v) bars) 0C (V ( bars) OC ( Ah) (bcjr%) °c
9z 1291 ,I W. S . 41 / >i S 9 51 . 74 `.Lo ? C . B L S ► o 49
95 126,3 )m ^. So 99,5 4 S S$ 3h-A9
9E A Z9O .c 5'll s$ X9,5 •1.159 33. $^ ^I fib. 4r S o4 20
9g ).294 )-Aal B. o A-05 34,91 ,Z C 2J'.35
M I N 'i ^U-AN MAXI
yr ):; rAGE•: 5 S 5 ,^ . s s}UNll ON CIIAiZGINC, A. S s 9
3 31,.I 3H. isI IRS%IW-.
;Lo Z 3 2TFMPE RATURE
c7lffl'Ur $ x.35 ,2(. ^^ .L6. 9S`
I'Rf_SSIJRF g. o S
DISCIIARGF _
TEMPFRAT URF iA ,Zo. 5





1^Of,ITRAT E.ST. E C^
► LR 2 3S iiA rrumS
i KLYZMI CAI. A.'11) 'T{ fl'.K•IAI. 0 IARACT'FRI.ST IGS N' 2 3; 5/7 .4 	 ► I P
5 F'EC IFIC AT IUI'J ^E CU ^2F^L :	 2 1 ^!Ct!^',! P"Q^_OF f'Gc)t~	 , ,
I'AKr1^4^I^:R SM)IFn Zo
G AICL 12 Ixxos at 2.6 amp T • 2&CC 
= Ud
OFF-LINE: 1 rxuur at





RI?FY)RF: Cl WW, 	 I ND OF CIIARGIN(; UISO ARGI.
riATTF:KY NU. C.O
	
O ► '	 i	 F. C	 p	 T P	 T
(V )	 (V) harsh	 #C 	 (V)	 ( bars)	 •C
•
( Ah)	 ( b(ir ,.	 °C
9z 1.249	 .524 J.HS	 .Lo	 .519, I b Y 0 b	 tv .11.1x1	 33	 to
95
9
4 .199 . 51 5 1	 5-z) -to .5111 33. S(.
3%. o 9
I ,tl . 5  . i1 I .Syl (.^,o
1E^ 31} '^.tL ,to . tIL to 1 .1 .Lu
98 .1a9 113
,
1.94 24) . S,o 3^ .o} ti 1l is -to
EM) OF CHAICUC




^I . S j o
33 . oZ





(mri'Nt1I'	 44	 S.^ • 01	 .t • L1
PRESSURE	 '^ . 3 S	 . 5 1,	 '^ . Q GDISCFMCF.	 ---
TEMPERAT URF ^'	 20




output test 1st cycle
.i I u I -
Ovirge S hrs H 5.3 A at +40' Off-line 1 hr
pi scharl_c at 5.3 an) to 1.0 V.
HA
11FJ'pRf: (',1 IARG I R; ref) OF C)	 RCTN(; DISCI  W!tt E, PLAC I;VL'
I !Nl )i R R-
,M.RY M) ).2 M
U	 I P	 T U	 P T L	 P	 T U P
_ QkJS I3AI25 _ C I AIL
19








	 l; , -	 ^'^^ 2	 A Ii
SOCIETE OIS ACCUMULATEURS FIXES ET DE
	 TRACTION





F:l^i(.TKIi:AL AND TIII IAL (; Wt-NM-AISTICS CQN T R A T E.5T E c:
rl 2 3 ; 5,44, 11 P
5 PEC IFIC AT lull /E ^: U, "' (APE: r:	 2 1	 Q<<!Gt*;^!! F." - -
Io:^
PAM'^EH ER Sl= LM S
= F (ID)
GI IAR(;E 12 hours at 2.6  anq)	 T=2UoC
OFF-LIW, 1 hair at	 T=2(°C
I)ISGIARGE to 1.00 V at 5.2 anp	 T=20°C
BP.FY)I*: CHARGING IN) OF UiAR(;INC DISCI IAWT, ,
to M:RY W. C. 0 O P T F. C p T C P T
( V ) 0 1 ) hors) C (U) 1 hers) oC ( Ah) (bars) °L
9Z33 Z %% I 1.74 20 4.sitl 33.z 1 Z o J4. 00 8.11. 20
y5 ,L.l4 .f-200 q 3 20 f 53,8ff I	 z 2, 2603 8,44 2 1
96 ttit„/,tls ^.)0 20 .1.6ff 3J.5- c Z o 26.00 $.22 Zo
98 AUZ,43oo 6 . 4/ Zo 4.609 34.4E 2ZI $.81 21.5
MINI WAN MAXI
VOLTAGE	 - - S p 9 -- /t+SitIW) OF CI IARGIn : S 11
I'RFSSl1RE 3 3. 2 1 3 4. 4 E
TEMPERATURE ,lo Z 1 ZL
U(Iriur
,L 5. 5 Z j. 4 L 2 6 0 9




TEMPE=- RAT URF	 to	 Jo. S	 S
SOCIETE DES ACCUMUTATEURS FIXES ET DE TRACTION
	 TABLEAU	 NOj7r^ 156, AV. DE METI 93130 ROMAINVIIIE - TEL.. 845 83.4? i
eHR 235 KAI'MRIES
	
CON T R A T	 E.S.T. E C
I•:1):('1'RI(;Al, AM) Ttll-R"1AL CIWtACn-:RISTIGS
N' 2 3 ; 5/74/^i PI
S PE C I r' I C A T I C1 E ^F	 p^ ^2^ S P 1-_	 2 1	 O 1?1 P
1 d : c5
	 QUALITY
PARAMETER STUDIED i
C{ WRGE 12 hours at 2.6 w q)	 T = 2()°C
C= ^ ^ *
t ^J
OFF-LINT: 1 hour at	 T = 20°C
DISMARGE•: to 1.00 V at 2.6 aiTq) T = 20°C
19-YURE CI WC INC, F;M) OF CI IARGING DISG1 WRGE
RA'17F.RY W). C.O O P 7 F. C P i C P T
(V) (V) (bars) C (\/) (bars) °(; (Ah) (bars) °C
9 2 1.290 .32L I -S» 11 10 X 14 35.l1 .Lo 2ti .:Lt 9.9 6 L 3
9 5 .2. e ,1.3,LL
I




33.11 L Li. i} 4 0. 4  a 30
9 6 .tBS .32S I.C 4 to A. 613 33 3-1 ; l0 14.2# '3. bS S. S
98 90
.3ti9 8.2t► .Q o •Sio 34.1 6 t?, ^'^.2# 40-4U 3Z,
/	 ,!,..2 SO MINI ;^llA,^; MAXI
,(. S 1 O A	 1_ . 6	 3r -4 . S 14
_F:I^1U OF CIWRGIN( ^ VOLTAGE
PRESSURE 3 .► . X11 $ ^ . b ^ 3 ^+ . 1 6
TF.MPE RATURE ,Z0
affl IT
PRESSURE 9. BB ,{p .	 1 -40-142,/DISCHARGE•:
I- EMPFRAT URE	 Z 3	 27	 1	 3






158, AV. DE MET1 93230 ROMAl11V1E1E
	 TEI.: 645.83.47
	 _^c
- ............................... ....... 	 ....
	
1
I(R 23S IiAI MIUS
	
ICONTRAT	 E.5.T. E.0
1-1FCMCAL AND 'n11-W1AL C1 WtACTERISTIC.S
	 I
°2345,/?4/I1PN
SPFCIFICAT I0P1/E (71, ' '/ ,SF'L- c	 2 1
Ic► . Zcs
PARAMtYER 911AAEI)
12 hours at 2.6 &W T = 20°C^t1ARGF:
E'P-LIME 1 1vxrr at	 f - 20'C
C=F(Id)
UISCjJAR(,'E to 1.00 V at5.0 arq) 	 T - 20")C
BEFORE GIARGI I, !-:"D) OF CHARGING; DISCHARG1'.
!t^^'ITt :1tY	 ;V(). C. O O P T F-. C P T C N T
( V) I V) txjrsl C (V) ( bars) 0(_ ( Ah) (burs) °C
9z .319 S Sb 9.89 s.o 1.so} 33.9} to A.3A ,,48. q z ,Zz
9 5 .SI} .S39 40,0 5 to J . 504 34.aC 22) AS . 30 4 01-75 30
I 4-49 6 ,34 339 4.80 to A -5oc. 31,4.S2.
90 .316 .340 40, 3o to A -Sol 55.2% lb " . 4 19,18 3'1
;/	 /', ' MIN tt1\: J MAXI
mi4.50 5I;NU OF CI IARGI N(; `,OL"rAGE	 r _ 4.5 0 3 A . S v }




POOR TEMPERATURE 21 2
(A fTE'lIT 4 4. (0 4z. 7 G ^A 3. 3 0
PRFSStW, A 9-18 4 9. 43 -4 B. 9 LD1.SCHARGE
T E M PE R,"\T UR F Z L 2^, S .31
S77
SOCIETE	 DES ACCUMMATEURS FIXES ET DE TRACTION TABLE AII	 NO
156, AV. DE MLTZ 93230 ROMAINVILLE - TEL. .845934? /10
^
I ARS ICA h	 f1'.I "I, 0VRACII?RISTIUS
SON T PAT E.ST EC














N O 13E1•-ORI-. ClIARGIN(, i;,`U OF Cf fARGINC; DISCrLARGE
i?.^'I'I'EI<Y	 Nc). C.O O p T F. C P T C P T




X1331 3.13 ? 0 51^
r*
.21 o f to Flo o
89 4 .t9 l A.330 S.HS to 4 . 510 33. S/ z ti 25. 3 9.zo _ !6
90 - - .Z96 A 323 1 W.t f .$o s/( 3y. 3a" 2 ti. 4 V 6 -10




/1. S ! O




EIND OF 01ARGI NG
PRESSURF 3 3. j! S ti• q3 3 6. 64
l L 24TEMPERATUkE td
DI SCHARGE
I'Rr SSURF,	 p. g 6 ,9.90 ^.f . 6 d
TEMPERATURF	 _ /b
ST




I IR 2 3S MI'MR1 t S	
C O N T R A T	 E. 5.T. E C
ELEUMICAL AND 'OU-XIAL CI iARA(,TP.RI. i I(:S	 N' 2 3 ; S/74^	 I'
5PE(7WICAT
	 /E r_ D,^:^^Pi--'' 21	 URI	 PAGE 1
OF_
t: 0 • c
IIAPAW TER S)I ED
MARGE 12 hours at 2.6 .iq-)	 •r = 220C
C = F 8
OFF-LINE 24 hours at	 r = O C
DISCHARGE to 1.00 V at 5.2 amp 	 T = 00C
BEFORE CIMIGIIC '•:ND OF CHARGING I)ISCIIARGE
RA r I'I "y M) . C . 0 O P 7 F. C C F' T
( V ) (V) hurs ) C (V) s) °^ ( Ah) (b(irs) °(
8 8 A.S19 4 .3S4 5.1 t to A h°IL ,16 Lo AA, S4 0 . 40 5
89 .sit A 341 9.8 0 Zo 504 3k• 4L lS 14,So Y.6 2i H
90 A .314 A-343 9.13 to A .S10 34 q3 .1 1 25, 15 8. 10 p
91 .3si . 1st IL-0 0 zo .sly 3s.k9 z  i s Aa. s L
MIN) nAN MAXI
VOLTAGE: A. s o A_ A. 6110I-IND OF CIIA1tGING
A. S 4
PR E^SStW, 4.4 L '^ s. s s 3 8 .4 9
TEMPERATURE 9,4 $ 3 t S
(mrmir 1^. &0 G. 4t • ^3
PRFSSI RF 9. 40 43- y 1 ,) 4	 5 ZDT SCI LARGE
TEMPERAT URF O A.
rSOCIETE DES ACCUMULATEURS FIXES ET DE TRACTION
	 TABLEA'_)
	 N°







HR{It 2 3S tiATrERI ES
EIFJCrRICAL AND '[1 DC- AL CIIARAcr[mISTICS	 N ° 2 3 4 5/74/11 P
5 P E C I F I C A T 10tJ/ /E CQ/'2/5F'L^_ 2 1 	 0,, ^ .1. r..".
PARR Fn:R S m u)
C =
	 e
t ;, Z o .c	 ALI7y
( 11ARGE 12 hours at 2.6 milp	 T- 200
Ul'F-LINK: 24 tmrs at	 T = 20 C
DTSCIARCE' to 1.00 V at 5.21 amp	 'r = 200C
BEFORE CI IARG I NG h,NI) OF 0 WtGI N(; I )I SCl tARG'F
BATrh:RY Nc ). C. O O P 7 F. C P T C P T
(V) (V) (bars) C (V) (bars) °C (Ah) (bars) 0c
•1,293 4 .35 1	 9 .Z 4. 576 ^ 6 9^ ,L4 Z3, 5^ 3.z3 20
89 Alob A-3 6o 20 /1.5 13 33.4o .2o J4,09 8 5C zo
90
.30 1 .135} 7k8 .Zo If . S19 33.95 Zo .Ly.96 9.26 .'.o
91 X1.302 36y 1 88 20 15 Zo 35. go 2 4 .94, 6o 9.ti9 t o
MINI MEAN MAX I
VOLTAGF
'4. 5 3 SF.ND OF CHARG I N(; . I. 3 Z n
l'Rt •:SSIJRF 3 9. 4 o sti. ti 4 35. 1-3o 
TEMPERATURE D ,L i Z y
WrIVI, S J1 • o y ,8 S. L ?. $ c. 60
PRESSI W, 9 -.2 G 9. ? ^ .9. tiDISD IARGI:
TEMPERATURE Zo ,^ 20
174 r SOCIETE DES ACCUMULATEURS FIXES ET DE TRACTION TABLEAU	 N °156, AV. Of METZ 23230 ROMAINVILLE - TEL.: 645.63.47 7g
'TJ
IfR 23S IWITERII_S	 CON T R A T	 E.S.T. E C	 I
t.LECI'RICAL	 AM) 'I1 fl Itt W. Cl IAItACI'F:RISTIGS




t = .4 o °C
PAJ"% IER SIUUI ED
C;IIARGE 12 hcxirs at 2.6 anp	 T = 20°C
40°C
C = f 
C A 1
OFF-LINE; 24 hours at	 T =
DISCHARGE to 1.00 V at 5.2 mup	 'r = 40°C
til-:k•Y)ItF: a ARCING f"') OF C,lEARrl% I)ISCIIAR(W
RY %jr) . C. O O P 1 F. c P T C P T
(V) (V) born C (V) (bars) °C (Ah) (bars) °L
8 ^ 4.29 ,1,391 0 1 12, 2 0 4.489 ^5. ti4 2 H '11. 43 0 ,10 40
8 g A 3 00 ,l. 9. 1 Z o A.5oG 34.36 2 -Z 2, 4 y g . 93 40
g0 4.199 .3z5 S.tL Z .5fb 34H.90 to Z3. 4o 8. 5` fr o
91 .z99 1.3z3 40, 3 9 1 20 4 ,648 37.44 25 40
MINI ',-TAN MAXIi
VOI.TAGF 14. 56(p -,1. 5 I ,t2, -4.518END OF CHARGING
PRESSURE 34. 3 G 3 5. 57 37-4 1. 
TEMPERATURE 2o 2 2, Z S
CxIr1'l lr .2 2.1+4 .L 3. 5 94. P
PRUSSURF
>?	 S 6 9. 1 s 9 - 93DI SCI-LARGE
f EMPERAT URE Leo 4 o ko
SOCIETE	 DES ACCUMULATEURS FIXES Ef DE TRACTION TABLEAU
	
N°
I -^^^ 156, AV. OE METZ 93230 ROMAINVILLE - TEL.: 645.17.11 '^
J	 •
r
HR 2 3 S tlA71YI(IFS CQH T R A T	 E. S.T E C*
iaFcrRl(;AL Ala) •nIFX1AI. CIWI	 ACIUUSrICS /	 i11' 2 3 -, 5j74/ I lt'




ClIARGh 12 Ixxirs at 2.6 amp	 r _ 200C o _°C
C 
OFF-1,11NE 1 lu)ur at
DISCHARGE to 1.(X)
T - 20oC








ilF:Ft)RE CIVIRGING 1-;* iO OF CHARGING UISCNA':GE
'IArrERY NI ). L. O G N F. r F' T F' T
(u) (^/) barn *C (`3 ) (bars) °C Ah) (bnrs) °C





1.196 A.SSlb 1.19 to r1,5^2, 31.o4 1 0 tL
I
gC) A10 A.S L 4 Ilb io A . soo 31,to to .^S.GS 6. 14 1 10
_q •269 J.541 8.96 to A.L,95 .^i ^^ t6Z^ ^0,Z5 Z^
MINI f-IKAN MAXI
VOLTAGE ,A.433 ./Jo 4• SiLF-NM OF CHARGI X, -
PRESSURh a I, Yo .5 -t.  6 5 3 4.
TEMPERATUHF. .2Z
OLm"ur lS .2L ,^S.	 26.Z 6
DISCHARGE.
PRFS St IRE 9 <r 1 9.10	 /0-  Z 6
TEMPERATURE Zp
SOCIETE
	 DES ACCUMULATEURS FIXES ET DE TRACTION
	 T-,N E LF AIJ	 N o
Lm^—L^
—^ 158	 AV	 DE METZ 93130 ROMAINVILLE - TEL.	 145 8347
46--
IM 23S iwm-:RifF	 CON T R A T	 E.5T. E (.
F:IBMICAI. AND '110:MMAl. C.'1IARAC IT AISTICS
N' 2 3 ; 5/74^ 11 f
5PFCIFICAT IVN/ /F CD ^'' PE $: 2 1	 nRl(all	 UALI Y `'i '	 OF ^nUR Q
k e. 1.3
CHARGE 13 limirs at 2.6 arrq)	 T = 200C
?(PC




 J I)ISG iMISE to 1.00 V at 5.2 m y	 =
BUORF: CIMCING EM) OF ClIARG NG I)ISCII&ME
13A'!'CI:RY N0. C.O C P 1 F. C N 1 C F T
(V) (V) bars) C (V) (bars) °(, (Ah) (hors) °I
t
88 .14t X94 0 20 A.WbS A4. q a L-i A 4.10 0. 0 6 .t L
146 )A2 9 1 .55 Lo
Lo
a.So^+ '^h^9 .16 tS.}4 d.^S zL
90 /1.144 ,^ 11& 41.54 So9 b-5.6L 21 U. t} b to
g1 -Its -110 5.51 to - .Std 39.00 24 Y.9,o3 AO.0 4 -ZL
MINI WAN MAXI
VOLTAGE A. 5 o L. 5 0 `3 .5'15V--^-	 --FM OF CHARGING _.^-
	 --- - - ---- - - ---
.-	 --
PUSSURE b 4, ? 5 3 6. 4 39.0 0
TFMPE RATURE ') ,L4 14
cx11'1'ui' 15-14 11.14 2 9. o 5
g. L4 0 9, 0 9 40-04DISCI ARGE PRFSSUIT
TEMPFRATURF








C ON T R A T
	
E.S.T. E k.
EU:CI ICAL AM) TIU:ICw, uvwAmY.RISTIGS 	 N• 2 3; 5 74^ IIP
`, NF C 1 F I
	
A T ION /[' (: [ )
	 ^; I' h	 ? 1	 ORIG-VAL PACE [;1OF P
t(	 A, 4
I,LLl tt •:rER ';nll )IH)
C - F ( K Q )
U W CL• 14 I uxirs at 2.6 xj)	 T = 20°C
OFF-LINE 1 tour at	 T = 20°C
D I SCI IARCE to 1. 00 V at 5.2 wip	 T = 2(°C
IiL••BAE. CHARGING END OF ('1W43% DISCHARGE
i ,.KrTERY ND. F'	 1C. 0 O P i C P TI





86 9',3 980 o zo 1A.30 o•z, 9L
89 klgc 43L1 8, 6} 2,0 4.L00 v1^.9} zC 2,5 • 14 8.11 zL
03 0 416613zh 8. 39 1,0 4.> tr. '55 , 93I
$7 26,	 8 8. }y to







A . 6 0e)
---- -- -----
it • 5 4 2L
--
PRES.;IJRE- a 4. g l 3 68 5 3 9	 >; 9
Z4TEMPERATURE ^ 1 Z 6
c x ;1'1'Ul L 5. ^ 4 $ ^ 113 ^• o b
rPTSSIIRE Q .14 °. 63 /I o.LDISCHARGE
TEMPERAT URF JA
X7,L7F
SOCIETE	 DES ACCUMULATEURS FIXES ET DE TRACTION




HR 23S M'I'rFRIES	 ICONTRAT	 E.5.T. E,'
ELI•:(.'f'RRAl. A."1U '11 i X:	 XL (:I IrUtAC1 M Sf I CS	
tit 234 ;/74, Ii P
5 PEC lHC Al IUN 
	
/5 	 2 1
	 OF I'OVR QtJALI61
PAIW, ll:l'H^ ';II JDDU) 0r'	 a	 - t o c.




OFF-LAW. 8	 days at
I)I`;CHARGF, to 1.00 V nt 5.2 mp
T - -20
T - -200C





O P T F. C N 1 C P T
(V) (V) Errs) #C ( V) ( bars) OC ( Ah) ( bars) °C
a 0.116 0SO4 0 .20 A .G o L .,xkL14 I	 ^S J J.q5
69 0 0.01 S.Gz
.2o 510 % 6. 5L P 14. 4o 9. 45
9G 0 0.44E 5.54 !to 51 4 36.2E ^, ^,S.S'} f.51
91 0 6.12C Tos 5,0 . 5 1 0 39. ?3 14 IL-00 4 ^4
Vo I;IAGEI-:.VI) OF WARM% x_510 .^	 S ^ ^ A. 5 20
PRESSURE
--
5 . ^ 6 31.40 3 Uj . '} 3
TEMPERATURE 1 6
c)UI'Il 11'	 2	 o	 5-	 L w 6 . 00
UI SCf INCE, PRESSURE	 g . $ 4	 $ . 9 y y .45
TEMPERATURE=
SOCIETE
	 DES ACCUMULATEURS FIXES kT BE TRACFION j a ELI F'AI I	 NO




I IR 23 S MJI' RI BS 	 CON TRAT E.5.T EC
Kll-; TRICAL ANN) 'I) U•JC-"I, U IARtACITIUSfILN	 N' 2 3 4 5/74/11 P
5 PE C IFI C AT IGN/E C Q//2/ 
	
URFGItPFPLC 21	 GFP^ FLP'`';E ..
f ARNMI TER S'I DI EU
C= f c ( c,che)
C?IAR(:L 15 hours at 2.6 amp	 T - 20°C
Off-LINE H clays at 	 T	 40°C
DISMARGE. to 1.(X) V at 5.21 wnp	 'r	 4:)°C
111.11 W.' CI IARGI NC I-IND of CI IAR(; I W,	 , DI S(.'I (ARGF.
i IA'IThJZY
	
V► ). P T F. C F' T C R T
7VO) ( ) hursl C (u) (bars) °C (Ah) (bars) 'C
92 L; 6,119 413
4.4L4
to .SIB 64. ?Q do
-lb
.fit-o4 9. 15
95 0 0 .110 to .SIC 35-19 /11.30 9.91
96 0 0,114 A.?5 .2io A.SIj h,lf. jo At. o4 f .jL
9 0 0 e,2IL 1, 9} .Qio ilL 55. g S 21, A A.lo 'Tog
!,I^IWRZWMOC?11^, MINI MAXI
%loU 'A(:E. A 5 I L 4. S 1 Q
!•:Hll of cl m(;I,%
PRESSURE 4	 $ g 5. 4 z/ 15.9s 
TEMPERATURE J, o
(V rpm Tr ^AA•Zo L.oL 0
PRESSURE 2.14 9. zz 9 o gDISCI LARGE
TEMPERAT UR
SOCIETE
	 DES ACCUMUTATEURS FIXES ET OE TRACTION TA BLEAU	 NO
154, AV. DE METZ 13230 ROMAINVILIE - TEL.: $45.13.11
^J
cow 1 a/? r	 C. t ro e
IN 23S 1SA' IT RI US
KLWMI CAI. Aft) 'ff ER IAL u IAKNCfh:KI ti f I C,'S N	 t s ti,r /7y / N w
Inversim at 2.6 A Lentil voltage, pressure And teirWrature
stahi 1 I zat ton
IiATi'i:RY liehinninA
^I ter sifter .titer
of inversion	 1 hour 2 1icxtrs 3 hours
v	 A ^-	 v	 P	 T U	 P r	 a P	 T
JZ 	- Oot4 {r 44 Z o	 -0068 ti.4S	 Zo ooc9 ti. u - go	 a Zo
OS	 _	 o; } H 61 to	 0016	 J^.S^	 20 o.Pil 4.S Zo	 o.o63 h sl	 Zo
Zo	 o06a A,lf	 to aOC	 4.V to-,000
.
q Pf	 to
.98	 _ oa6y S09 Z o 	0.o6jr Sn9
	 to j.n66	 S. p9 to	 ooC6 .foi	 yo
Inversion aL 5.2 A MLll vultat;e, pressurc aril Lc:TW raturc
stahi 1 i gat i on
92 0 /o L ^. 33 0,106 450 01 llo X4.13 _ o, ^^! h,33
9S 0100 ti, ry 0,1of ti,4} °1^ ti.4^ °,10^ 44
94- 0,10L J^. 4 3 0,10 ti. 9L o, to o A. to 0 /0 9 ^. ^ 6-
98 0099 J. o.Z oloY ^i.9^ 010[ S.ol 0106 /^.a)
L tr,^,^t: t`^
QUALI l Y
SOCIETE DES ACCUMUI ATFURS FIXES ET DE TRACTION T-A B L E A U N O
156, AV. DE METZ 93230 ROMAINVILLE - TEL. :1458341 2
,iIR 2 35 HAM-RIi:S
,:I J- MMCAI, AND 7VEIVAL CHAHACIERLM ICS
C 3w/NNI !. •/G C
^'^L S ^S^ly
 /f/m




 ERY BegimiiX	 After	 After	 after
of iTrversi.Lxi	 1 harp	2 N)urs	 3 hour,i
Nt ^.
y p T	 T	 T U P
q^^J 5.97 L.)	 to 0011 5 F & 0.040 5.6(,
0. 0,41 i.7G
	 1p	 o.04a S. 	 Lo	 x. 040 S.66	 1	 .0.041 5.6t
1 3 1  20	 D,Osb J. ct to 0.0' 1 I1,	 W 0. el9 r.l,
I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I	 I




	 S. )b 0„6!
	
S• GL - 0.06.3	 S.62)
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